FISHERIES ADMINISTRATIVE

ORDER NO. 2-17

SUBJECT: Amending Section 21 "(a)" and "(b)" of Fisheries Administrative Order No. 2-9.

1. Section 21 "(a)" and "(b)" of Fisheries Administrative Order No. 2-9, are hereby amended to read as follows:

"21 '(a)', P30.00 plus P1.00 for every ton or fraction thereof for sailing or rowed vessel more than three tons and P50.00 plus P1.00 for every ton or fraction thereof for powered "basnig" fishing outfit (banca type), bagnet, "sapiao", cub-cub (talacop) or similar fishing method operated in connection with powered vessel.

'(b)' P100.00 plus P1.00 for every ton or fraction thereof for powered vessel used in trawl, towing, (basnig), launch type, muro-ami and similar deep-sea or off-shore fishing method, provided however, that the total fees shall not be more than P200.00."

2. This Administrative Order shall take effect immediately upon its approval.
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